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Abstract— To increase reliability and robustness of
mission-critical services in the event of network failures, it
is often desirable and beneficial to take advantage of path diversity provided by the network topology. One way of achieving this inside a single Autonomous System (AS) is to use
two paths between every Origin-Destination (OD) pair. One
path is the default path defined by the intra-domain routing
protocol running within the AS; the other path is defined as
an overlay path that passes through a strategically placed
relay node inside the AS. The key question then is how to
place such relay nodes inside an AS, which is the focus of
this work.
We propose a simple greedy algorithm to find the number
and positions of relay nodes such that every OD pair has an
overlay path going through a relay node that is disjoint from
the default path. When it is not possible to find completely
disjoint overlay paths, we allow overlay paths to have overlapped links with default paths. Since overlapped links diminish the robustness of overlay paths against a single point
of failure, we introduce the notion of penalty for partially
disjoint paths. We apply our algorithm on an operational
tier-1 ISP network and demonstrate that our method increases network-wide resiliency against a single link failure.
Based on real failure scenarios obtained from the ISP network and hypothetical traffic matrix, we demonstrate that
the relay nodes selected by our algorithm provide complete
protection against 75.3% of failure events and allow less
than 1% of traffic to be affected for 92.8% of failure events.
I. I NTRODUCTION

T

RAFFIC in the Internet is largely affected by link and
router failures. Studies show that the impact of single or
multiple network-wide changes (e.g., router and link failures,
fiber cuts, and link weight changes) can propagate throughout
the Internet slowly (up to several seconds or minutes) [1], [2].
During this period of routing instability, large amount of traffic can be shifted from one link to another and many applications can suffer from delay, jitter, and packet loss. Such network condition changes occur rather frequently [3], [4], and
persistent end-to-end connections are very likely to experience
the negative impact [5]. To increase reliability and robustness
of mission-critical services in the face of temporary end-to-end
path outages, it is often desirable and beneficial to take advantage of path diversity provided by the network topology.
One way of achieving this inside a single Autonomous
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Destination (OD) pair. One path is the default one determined
by the intra-domain routing protocol running within the AS,
such as OSPF [6] or IS-IS [7]. The other path is defined as
an overlay path that passes through a strategically placed relay
node inside the AS. The key question then is how to place such
relay nodes inside an AS, which is the focus of this work.
Previous work on overlay routing has focused on selecting good relay nodes based on measured metrics or QoS constraints [8], [9], [10], assuming relay nodes are already deployed. Here, we take a different viewpoint: as an ISP (Internet
Service Provider), we consider the problem of positioning relay
nodes well. An ISP can set up relay nodes inside their network
and offer relaying packets as a value-added service. The focus
of this work is to find a small set of relay nodes that offer as
much path diversity as possible to all OD pairs.
In this work, we propose a simple greedy algorithm that finds
disjoint overlay paths and evaluate our algorithm using topology
of an operational tier-1 ISP network. Since a single data set has
its own peculiarities and is not general enough, we use synthetic
and inferred topologies in our complete evaluation. However,
we limit ourselves to a tier-1 ISP network for this poster. For
realistic deployment analysis, we also use a six-month period
event logs from the ISP network and evaluate our method.
II. R ELAY N ODE P OSITIONING P ROBLEM
We take a graph-theoretic approach in viewing a network. A
network can be modeled as a graph G(V, E), where V is a set of
nodes and E is a set of directed links between pairs of nodes. A
path is a finite non-null sequence of nodes and links between a
pair of nodes. We term the start node of a path as an origin, the
end node as a destination, and the node pair as an OD (OriginDestination) pair. Every link in the network is assigned a weight,
and the cost of a path is measured as the sum of the weights of all
links along the path. We limit our study to intra-domain routing
and assume that Shortest Path First (SPF) routing in terms of
link weights is used between an OD pair. If two paths do not
have any common link between them, we call them disjoint.
We define the relay node positioning problem as follows.
Given a network, we want to determine the number and positions of relay nodes such that every OD pair has two paths between the origin and the destination: one path is the normal routing path (termed as the “default path”), and the other path goes
via one of the relay nodes (termed as the “overlay path”). When
two paths are used, network is considered resilient as long as
either one of the paths is not affected by a failure. By using two
disjoint paths, we aim at providing enhanced robustness against
a single link failure in the network.
A. Practice of ECMPs in a Tier-1 ISP Network
Before we introduce our method to find relay nodes for disjoint overlay paths, we introduce how path diversity is charac-
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terized in a typical tier-1 ISP network. Studies [11], [12] show
that a typical tier-1 ISP network has a significant level of path
diversity in its IP layer topology. Figure 1 shows an example
of a typical tier-1 ISP network. A large ISP network consists of
a collection of physical locations called Point-of-Presences, or
PoPs. Within a PoP, an access router (denoted as ARn ) is connected to two or more backbone routers (denoted as BRn ) with
equal link weights for fault tolerance. Typically, parallel links
between a pair of two PoPs are assigned the same weight. As
a result, multiple shortest paths exist between access routers in
two PoPs, and they are called Equal Cost Multi-Paths (ECMPs).
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Now we consider the case when overlay path is used along
with default path. Assume that a link l is used in both default
path, o → d, and overlay path, o → r → d. Then, the failure of
link l affects both the paths. If l is used in only one of the paths,
the failure of l does not affect the other path. That is, a path
between o and d is resilient to the failure of l. Therefore, we
consider the number of overlapped links between default path
and overlay path as a measure of penalty, and it is opposite of
network resiliency against a single link failure. The expected
number of common links between o → d and o → r → d is
calculated,
X
Io,d,l [1 − (1 − Io,r,l )(1 − Ir,d,l )].
(3)
∀l
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Fig. 1. Path diversity in tier-1 ISP network.
B. Impact of ECMPs on Overlay Path Selection
Under ECMP, a naive idea to provide disjoint overlay path is
to avoid using all such paths. Since each node has finite degree,
a node pair with ECMP may fail to have completely disjoint
overlay paths. For such OD pair, we are forced to have overlapped links between default path and overlay path. Overlapped
links will diminish robustness since a network is less resilient
to link or router failures. For this, we introduce a measure of
penalty based on the number of overlapped links and the fraction of traffic carried on those links in the next section.
III. C OMPUTING R ELAY N ODES FOR D ISJOINT PATHS
In this section, we introduce the key concepts of our algorithm: the number of overlapped links in overlay path and a
measure of penalty for limited resiliency against a single link
failure. First of all, we consider a way to quantify the impact
of a particular link failure. We use notation o → d to denote a
shortest path from node o to d. We define an indicator variable
Io,d,l as the conditional probability that the path o → d fails
given that link l fails.
Io,d,l = P [o → d fails | l fails]

expected number of links in o → d.
X
Io,d,l

(1)

The indicator variable reflects the impact of a particular link
failure on a given path. When the value is 1, it means that path
o → d will certainly fail if link l fails. In other words, l is always
included in o → d. Otherwise, if l is not used on any path of
o → d, Io,d,l is 0. In this case, failure of l does not have any
impact on o → d. When the value is 0 < p < 1, it means that
some path of o → d includes l and others do not. Therefore,
o → d will fail with probability p if l fails. This happens when
ECMPs exist. We say o → d is affected by a link failure on l if
Io,d,l > 0.
Since the link failure of l affects o → d with probability
Io,d,l , the expected number of links that affect o → d is calculated by (2). When there is no ECMP in a network, variable (2)
can be interpreted as the number of links in o → d. When there
are multiple shortest paths, variable (2) can be interpreted as the

If variable (3) is 0, it implies that the overlay path is completely disjoint from the default path. For network resiliency
against a single link failure, we propose selecting relay nodes
such that variable (3) is minimized for all OD pairs. We formulate the positioning of relay nodes as the following. We assume
that every node can be used as a relay node. Given a graph of
nodes and links with weights, we first find all possible candidates of relay nodes for each OD pair such that variable (3) is
within a threshold value 1 . Then out of all the relay node candidates, we choose a small subset that provide overlay paths for
all OD pairs. Choosing a subset of the relay node candidates is
a classic set covering problem which is known to be NP-hard,
and we use a simple greedy approximation to find a small set of
relay nodes [13]. In the next section, we give preliminary results
on how relay nodes selected by our algorithm increase network
resiliency in a real network topology.
IV. E VALUATION OF A LGORITHM IN A T IER -1 ISP
To evaluate the algorithm, we use the topology and event logs
of an operational tier-1 ISP backbone. The topology used has
about 100 routers and 200 links. About 39% of all OD pairs
have ECMPs and about 53% pairs fail to have completely disjoint overlay paths 2 . The event log used in the evaluation spans
a six-month period from June 1 to November 30, 2004. The log
contains five types of events: router up, router down, link up,
link down, and link weight changes. When a router comes up or
goes down, all links incident on the router also come up or down.
Link or router down events usually cause traffic loss for some
OD pairs, resulting in service disruption. On the other hand, for
router/link up and weight change events, shortest paths are recomputed and some OD pairs may experience a route change
(or a traffic shift) in their default paths, however detrimental
impact of such a change is smaller compared to link or router
failures [2]. Therefore, we only focus on link and router failure events in this section. It should be noted though that our
algorithm is applicable and effective against routing instability
caused by link or router up events as well.
1

Throughout the simulation in this work, we use a threshold value of
3 allowing at most 3 overlapped links.
2
Such failures may be due to ECMP, pathological link weight assignment, or topological characteristics.
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We assume that each node re-calculates its routes immediately and instantaneously after each event. We realize this assumption by updating the topology and recomputing the shortest
paths after each event. Relay nodes, when used in the analysis,
are chosen based on the topology snapshot at the beginning of
the event log (i.e., June 1st 2004), and are kept unchanged even
though the topology changes as events unfold.
To determine the impact of failure events on traffic, we assume that equal amount of traffic flows between origin and destination of every OD pair. For each event (single/multiple link
and/or router failures), we calculate the fraction of this hypothetical traffic lost due to the failure with and without relay nodes.
When the shortest path between an OD pair (o, d) contains the
failed link l, we assume that the fraction of traffic assigned to
that particular link, Io,d,l , is lost. In this way, we determine the
fraction of traffic lost due to the failure for every OD pair.
Real failures from a six month event log
1

wost cases

92.8%
0.9

0.8
77%

complete protection against 75.3% of failure events. Furthermore, for 92.8% of failure events, less than 1% of hypothetical
traffic is affected. It is also worth noting that a small number of
relay nodes chosen at the beginning of the period is effective in
providing resilience against failures over the entire course of six
months.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a simple greedy algorithm for selecting the number and positions of relay nodes in a network run by
a single AS. While completely disjoint overlay paths are most
desirable, unfortunately, in reality, it is often not possible to find
completely disjoint paths for all node pairs. In such scenarios, it
is still beneficial to have overlay paths that partially overlap with
the default paths. Towards that end, we propose the intuitive notion of penalty for partially disjoint overlay paths, and find relay
nodes that incur least amount of penalty.
We evaluate the efficacy of our algorithm with an operational
tier-1 ISP network. Based on real failure scenarios from the ISP
network and hypothetical traffic matrix, we demonstrate that the
relay nodes selected by our algorithm provide complete protection against 75.3% of failure events and allow less than 1% traffic to be affected for 92.8% of failure events.
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